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Abstract 

Traffic measurement is the basis of analysis and prediction of network traffic. Its accuracy directly affects the reliability of upper 

applications. This paper proposes a rate-adaptive traffic measurement method called AdaRate. It adjusts the polling period according to 

fluctuations of flow rates which is calculated with a sliding window queue. We noticed that some fluctuations of flow rates may be dropped 

in AdaRate while the polling period is too long. Then we propose RAdaRate. It adjusts the polling period according to AdaRate or sets the 

polling period to minimum randomly.  We compared the performance of AdaRate and RAdaRate with SWT in CeMon and Payless in 

Mininet when monitoring those VBR flows with frequent and large fluctuation. The results show that the accuracy of RAdaRate is the best 

while the overhead of AdaRate is the least. The overhead of AdaRate is 68.75% less than periodic polling. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Software-defined networks define a new generation of network paradigm and provide the possibility to solve the drawbacks 

of traditional network technology. In the research of software-defined networks, traffic measurement is the basis of traffic 

engineering, and the accuracy of traffic measurement has a direct impact on the performance of upper applications. 

 

In the traditional network, traffic measurement technologies have been developing for many years. Cisco NetFlow [4,5] 

is a popular flow-based fine-grained traffic measurement technology. NetFlow uses a cache to sample or completely collect 

traffic statistics and then transmits the statistics to the central collector. NetFlow can provide rich and accurate traffic statistics. 

sFlow [9] collects traffic statistics by sampling. sFlow agents are inserted in the switches for collecting traffic statistics and 

then send the statistics to the sFlow collector. sFlow agents can be embedded into the ASIC chip. That reduces the overhead 

of the CPU on collecting traffic statistics and has no impact on the line rate of switches. 

 

In software-defined networks, Jose et al. proposed a measurement framework in which packets are matched based on 

some rules, and only the highest-priority match can update the counter of flow entries. For tradeoffs of overhead and accuracy 

of identifying large traffic aggregates, they proposed a hierarchical heavy hitter algorithm [7]. Adrichem et al. proposed 

OpenNetMon [1], which can accurately monitor per-flow metrics. In OpenNetMon, controllers poll edge switches and adjust 

polling period according to the characteristics of flows for minimizing the number of queries. That makes controllers have 

tradeoffs of overhead and accuracy. Suh proposed OpenSample [13], which is a measurement platform based on sampling. 

Its target is to make the control loops of software-defined networks faster. In OpenSample, controllers use sFlow to measure 
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network loads and individual flows. The measurement is close to real-time in OpenSample. Yu et al. proposed a traffic 

measurement method with OpenSketch [16].  OpenSketch process the packets with a three-stage pipeline in the data plane. 

The pipeline includes hashing, filtering, and counting. It reduces the overhead of memory and bandwidth. In the control plane 

of OpenSketch, the configurations of the pipeline and allocation of resources are automatic. The automation is implemented 

by a measurement library. Argyropoulos et al. proposed PaFloMon, a passive flow monitoring framework [2]. PaFloMon 

enables users to use tools, such as sFlow and NetFlow, and to deploy them widely in the legacy networking systems. 

 

There are many types of research on traffic measurement in recent years. Much of this research focuses on the data plane 

or both of data plane and control plane, but we just focus on control plane for being compatible with more switches. In most 

research, controllers monitor traffics with periodic polling. Periodic polling is simple and accurate but also brings high 

overhead. For tradeoffs of overhead and accuracy, we decrease the overhead effectively by changing the polling period 

dynamically according to the behavior of flows. In this paper, our contributions are as follows: 

 

• We propose AdaRate in which controllers adjust the polling period according to fluctuations of flow rates. The 

fluctuation of flow rates is calculated with a sliding window queue. 

• We propose RAdaRate in which controllers adjust the polling period according to AdaRate or sets the polling period 

to minimum randomly.  

 

The rest of this paper is as follows: Section II is the main introduction to related works. The design of traffic measurement 

methods is in section III. We evaluated the performance of adaptive measurement methods in section IV. The conclusions of 

the paper are in Section V. 

 

2. Related Works 

 

The traffic measurement methods discussed in this paper are mainly based on OpenFlow [10] protocol. OpenFlow is the most 

popular southbound interface in SDN currently [8]. In OpenFlow-enabled switches, the flow table can be programmed via 

OpenFlow. There are two ways for controllers to obtain statistics about flow’s pass through switches: active polling and 

passive receiving.  

 

In the existing passive measurement methods, such as Flowsense [15], controllers calculate flow rates with the statistics 

of PacketIn and FlowRemoved messages. These flow rates are the average rates within the alive duration of flows. We divide 

the measurement methods with active polling into two groups according to polling period: fixed polling period and dynamic 

polling period. The polling period of adaptive traffic measurement methods are usually dynamic. Payless [3] presents an 

adaptive measurement method in which controllers adjust polling period according to the size of flow rates. Su et al. proposed 

CeMon, a flow monitoring system in SDN. There three adaptive measurement methods presented: Proportional Tuning, 

EWMA tuning, and SWT [12]. The polling period is in proportion to the size of flow rate in Proportional Tuning. Proportional 

Tuning assumes that the future flow rates are based on current and previous data. In EWMA, controllers need to consider 

more historical data, and more emphasis is placed on recent data compared with Proportional Tuning. SWT is based on sliding 

window queue, in which controllers adjust the polling period according to the data in the sliding window. Tahaei et al. 

proposed an adaptive flow measurement method called Elastic [14] which is similar to SWT. Compared with SWT, controllers 

adjust polling period according to the ratio of the flow utilization on the link utilization in Elastic. 

 

3. Design of Traffic Measurement Methods 

 

In the software-defined networks, the southbound interface is located between control plane and data plane.  In this paper, the 

method design and implementation are based on the OpenFlow protocol. Our traffic measurement method is mainly based on 

active polling. Controllers poll switches to obtain the statistics of flows with FlowStatRequest and FlowStatReply messages 

[6]. Controllers send the FlowStatRequest messages to switches, and then switches receive the messages, match flow table 

entries and encapsulate the statistics of the matched flow table entries to the FlowStatReply messages and send it to controllers. 

 

3.1. Architecture 

 

In OpenFlow-enabled networks, the basic mechanism of our traffic measurement is shown in Figure 1. Controllers collect the 

statistics of flows through the southbound interface, estimate the current utilization of flows and evaluate whether the current 

polling period applies to the current flow. If the current polling period is not applicable to the current flow, controllers will 

increase or decrease the polling period in our traffic measurement method. 
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Figure 1. Adaptive Measurement Architecture 

 

FlowStat Collector: It is an online statistical information collection module. The collector uses FlowStatRequest messages 

to poll flow entries on switches with a specified polling period. The switches send the statistics of flows to the collector with 

FlowStatReply messages. The collector analyzes the received messages and puts the statistics into FlowStat Store. 

 

FlowStat Store: It calculates the current utilizations of flows with the statistics obtained from FlowStat Collector. The 

current utilizations of flows are stored in this module and are provided to Polling Period Optimizer and upper application. 

 

PollingPeriod Optimizer: It determines how controllers adjust polling periods. The polling periods are adjusted according 

to the utilization information in FlowStat Store. PollingPeriod Optimizer provides the polling periods adjusted to FlowStat 

Collector. 

 

3.2. Algorithm Design 

 

3.2.1. Rate-Adaptive Measurement Algorithm 

 

Rate-Adaptive Measurement Algorithm(AdaRate) is similar to SWT in CeMon. SWT is a traffic measurement method based 

on a sliding window queue. The queue stores recent data which are the differences between the values of two adjacent 

measurements. The value of two adjacent measurements represent the number of bytes transmitted within the interval of two 

measurements, as shown as equation (1). Controllers compare the value of current data with the mean and standard deviation 

of the values of the data in the queue in SWT. If the value of current data is larger than the sum of the mean and standard 

deviation, controllers decrease the queue size and polling periods. Otherwise, it increases the queue size and polling periods. 

This judgment is shown in detail in the equation (3): 
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where 𝑤𝑖 is the 𝑖th element in the sliding window queue, and  �̂� is the mean of all the element in the sliding window queue. 

𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖 is the value of byte counter obtained from 𝑛th measurement.  

 

SWT has drawbacks. If the fluctuation of the values of the sliding window queue is frequent and large, the next value of 

𝑣𝑎𝑟 need to be enough large to trigger controllers for decreasing polling period. It means that the controllers are less sensitive 

to the fluctuation of flow rates for VBR flows with frequent and large fluctuation. We notice that it is necessary to consider 
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the fluctuation of flow rates, especially for VBR flows. As shown as Algorithm.1, we get the average rate within the interval 

between two adjacent measurements as 𝑎𝑟 : 
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where 𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖 is the value of byte counter obtained from the current measurement. Controllers adjust polling periods 

according to the fluctuation of flow rates in AdaRate. If the standard deviation of the values of the data in the queue is enough 

large, controllers decrease the polling periods. Otherwise, controllers increase the polling periods. This judgment about 

fluctuation of flow rates is shown in equation (5): 
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3.2.2. AdaRate Based on Random Distribution 

 

AdaRate adjusts polling periods according to the average rates within the interval between two adjacent measurements. There 

may be fluctuation of flow rates between two adjacent measurements, as show as Figure 2. We notice that the loss of 

fluctuation is proportional to the interval between two adjacent measurements, and could bring errors to the adjustment of the 

polling period. We propose RAdaRate in which controllers adjust the polling period according to AdaRate or set the polling 

rate to minimum randomly. The data obtained with minimum polling period usually provide controllers more fine-grained 

flow rates and are helpful to calibrate polling period, as shown as Algorithm.2. The random distribution is a uniform 

distribution: 
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Algorithm 1 AdaRate 

Input: target flow f 

Output: polling period 𝜏 

1. Initialization: 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒𝑤𝑖𝑛 ← [], 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑤𝑖𝑛 ← 3, 𝜏𝑚𝑖𝑛 ← 500𝑚𝑠, 𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 ← 5000𝑚𝑠; 

2. Calculate 𝑣𝑎𝑟; 

3. Push 𝑣𝑎𝑟 into 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒𝑤𝑖𝑛; 

4. if 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒𝑤𝑖𝑛. 𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑣 > 0.1 ∗ 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒𝑤𝑖𝑛. 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 

5.     𝜏𝑛𝑜𝑤 ←  𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝜏𝑚𝑖𝑛,
𝜏𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡

2
); 

6.     𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑤𝑖𝑛 ←  𝑚𝑖𝑛(3,
𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑤𝑖𝑛

2
); 

7. else 

8.     𝜏𝑛𝑜𝑤 ←  𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥, 𝜏𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 ∗ 2); 

9.     𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑤𝑖𝑛 ←  𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑤𝑖𝑛 + 1; 

10. end if 

11. if 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒𝑤𝑖𝑛. 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡ℎ >  𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑤𝑖𝑛 

12.     remove the front element from queuewin 

13. end if 

14. return 𝜏𝑛𝑜𝑤; 

15. end 
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Figure 2. Periodic Polling and AdaRate For VBR Flow 

 

Algorithm 2 RAdaRate 

Input: target flow f 

Output: polling period 𝜏 

1. Initialization: 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒𝑤𝑖𝑛 ← [], 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑤𝑖𝑛 ← 3, 𝜏𝑚𝑖𝑛 ← 500𝑚𝑠, 𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 ← 5000𝑚𝑠; 

2. Calculate 𝑣𝑎𝑟; 

3. Push 𝑣𝑎𝑟 into 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒𝑤𝑖𝑛; 

4. if 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 > 70% 

5.     𝜏𝑛𝑜𝑤 ← 𝜏𝑚𝑖𝑛; 

6. else 

7.     𝜏𝑛𝑜𝑤 ←  𝐴𝑑𝑎𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑤𝑖𝑛, 𝜏𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥); 

8. end if 

9. return 𝜏𝑛𝑜𝑤; 

10. end 

 

4. Evaluation 

 

In this section, we evaluate the performance of fine-grained adaptive traffic measurement methods using Mininet[11]. We 

implemented AdaRate, RAdaRate, Payless, SWT in CeMon and periodic polling on the Floodlight platform. We performed 

scenarios of VBR traffic to test traffic measurement methods using vlc. The details of the experimental scenarios will be 

presented in the SectionIV-A. The results will be presented in the SectionIV-B. 

 

4.1. Experimental Setup 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Topology 

 

We emulate hosts and Open vSwitch using mininet on an Intel i5-3230M 2.60GHz and 16G RAM. The topology is shown 

in Figure 3, we use a 3-level tree topology for this evaluation. We use a video flows as VBR traffic. The video flow has a 

length of 60 seconds. 
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4.2. Results 

 

4.2.1. Accuracy 

 

In this section, we evaluate AdaRate and RAdaRate in terms of accuracy of link utilization in 60 second times. All of SWT, 

AdaRate, and RAdaRate are fine-grained flow measurement method based on a sliding window. Their configuration 

parameters are functionally similar, so we evaluate their performance on the same parameter values(𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 500𝑚𝑠, 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
5000𝑚𝑠, 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 3). The polling period of periodic polling is the minimum polling period of controllers, and the 

link utilization measured with periodic polling is taken as the baseline scenarios[14]. We use two metrics for evaluating the 

accuracy of AdaRate: Fluctuation Loss Number which is the number of fluctuations loss of controllers in 60 second times; 

Error Rate represents the error between the measured data and baseline scenarios. Error Rate is defined as Equation (7). Where 

𝑈𝑖 is the link utilization measured at time 𝑖 and  𝐵𝑖 is from the baseline scenarios: 
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Figure 4(a) show the link utilization measured with SWT and AdaRate. Controllers adjusts polling period adaptively 

according to the changes of the pattern of flow rates in SWT. This measurement method is more suitable to burst traffic flows. 

It does not perform well for VBR flows with frequent and large fluctuation. Because if the fluctuation of the values of the 

sliding window queue is frequent and large, the next measured value need to be enough large to trigger controllers for 

decreasing polling period. It means that the controllers are less sensitive to the fluctuation of flow rates for VBR flows with 

frequent and large fluctuation. AdaRate adds the fluctuation of flow rates to the factors that affect the adjustment of polling 

period. As a result, AdaRate can capture the fluctuation of flow rates very well in VBR flows. As shown in Figure 4(a), 

Fluctuations Loss Number of AdaRate is obviously less than SWT, and the link utilization of AdaRate is more closely to the 

baseline scenarios than SWT.  

 

Payless adjusts the polling period according to the size of flow rates. Therefore, when flow rates are less than the threshold 

set by Payless, if the flow is VBR, the Payless will lose a significant amount of fluctuations of flow rates, as shown as Figure 

4(a).  
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Figure 4. (a) The link utilization measured with AdaRate, Payless, SWT in CeMon and periodic polling and (b) The link utilization measured with 

AdaRate, RAdaRate and periodic polling  

 
Table 1. The error rate of AdaRate, RAdaRate, Payless and SWT in CeMon 

Traffic measurement method Error Rate 

Payless 4.6% 

SWT 3.25% 

AdaRate 3.1% 

RAdaRate 2.45% 
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In RAdaRate, controllers adjust the polling period according to AdaRate or set the polling rate to minimum randomly. 

The values measured with minimum polling period will help the controllers to respond faster to the fluctuation of flow rates, 

or to reduce the loss of peak information at infrequent fluctuations. As shown as Figure 4(b), at 53 seconds, the controller in 

RAdaRate catches the fluctuation of flow rates lost by the controller in AdaRate. The controller in AdaRate drops this peak 

information because, at 49 to 51 seconds, a smoother flow rate causes the polling period to grow longer, causing the next 

sampling point to cross the fluctuation of flow rates of 53 seconds directly. The controller in RAdaRate captured the 

fluctuations of 53 seconds, so that the controller began to adjust the polling period in time, and improved the accuracy of the 

measurement method.  
 

Table 1 shows the error rate of Payless, SWT, AdaRate, and RAdaRate. 
 

4.2.2. Overhead 
 

In this section, we evaluate AdaRate and RAdaRate in terms of overhead in 60s time. The overhead of the algorithm in the 

same scene increases with the improvement of its accuracy. The improvement in accuracy can be achieved by changing the 

configuration of the parameters of the algorithm. Therefore, we adjust the parameters of SWT, AdaRate, RAdaRate, and 

Payless to achieve the same level of accuracy, as shown as Figure 5.  
 

We use polling times as metrics for evaluating the overhead of AdaRate and RAdaRate. Table 2 show the overhead of 

SWT, periodic polling, Payless, AdaRate, and RAdaRate. The overhead of periodic polling is highest. Compared with periodic 

polling, Payless reduces 50% of the overhead; SWT in CeMon reduces 64.1% of the overhead; RAdaRate reduces 66.4% of 

the overhead; AdaRate reduces 68.75% of the overhead. 
 

Table 2. The overhead of AdaRate, RAdaRate, SWT in CeMon, Payless and periodic polling 

Traffic measurement method Polling times 

Periodic polling 128 

Payless 64 

SWT in CeMon 46 

AdaRate 40 

RAdaRate 43 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. The link utilization measured by AdaRate, RAdaRate, SWT in CeMon, Payless and periodic polling  

 

5. Conclusions 
 

In this paper, we have proposed AdaRate and RAdaRate, which are rate-adaptive traffic measurement methods based on a 

sliding window. AdaRate adds the fluctuation of flow rate to the factors that affect the adjustment of the polling period. The 

experiment shows that AdaRate can capture more fluctuations of flow rates than SWT in VBR flows. RAdaRate is based on 

AdaRate and uses polling with minimum polling period to calibrate measurement algorithms randomly. The experiment shows 

that RAdaRate can catch the fluctuations of flow rates lost in AdaRate, but it brings a few additional overheads.  
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